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#14 = Daniel’s Mystery Scroll - Part 2 (Dan. 11:40- 45)  
Most Christians are confused about Daniel’s sealed prophecy. 
They should visit some museums and check ancient clocks like the 
bronze Antikythera clock in Athens. It is the oldest wobble 
calendar designed with 32 gears with (3) dials. I dated it 518 BC 
around Daniel’s time. While watching some NOVA deceptive TV 
shows, atheistic scientists still have not cracked the antique code 
and only make a lot of assumption noise, similar to the many other 
artifact clocks exhibited in global museums collecting dust. This 
scientist accepts Truth stated in the oldest book on earth. After 
hundred years someone came around to crack the code and 
researched much of history; Babushka Egg concept book #3, 
Asteroid Answers to Ancient Calendar Mysteries. Why is it still 
suppressed in global universities? Is it because many forbidden 
Bible stories are not allowed in the public town square to widen 
knowledge horizons without being threatened?    
Theologians copy each other’s books only to make money being 
scantly educated in true science. Perhaps they could widen 
knowledge horizons, too, and check Daniel’s vision for the 
Endtime by investigating a Jonah-II warning, if the web is still 
around. Babushka egg concepts looks at Scripture from a science 
perspective not allowed in Prophecy Summits. Most have recently 
disappeared from the TV replaced by an Internet technology now 
gathers knowledge at a fingertip, but it still needs a Mind with the 
lights ON to think in forgotten logic. Thus, I think we will 
eventually discover that Babushka Egg concepts fit between two 
worldviews like a third option. On one side is a Flat Earth believed 
for thousands of Bible years; the other is speculated by NASA 
atheists explaining a globe universe system with fake science.  
Both have some merit but need a judge like King Salomon to 
divide the science baby to reveal Truth mirror imaged in the first 
Genesis page. The Apocalypse is central to the Plan for Mankind 
now ignored in churches, too. When we investigate the ancient 
book of Daniel, we should use artifacts collected in museums to 
unravel Daniel’s mystery and decipher what he was told to seal. 
Thus, the oldest flat earth map from the First Century printed in 
America and England (1892) has the major continents grouped 
around the North Pole similar to the blue UN logo flag. That could 
be helpful if linked to prophecy which mentions kings from the 
North, South and East.  But why is West missing, only a wide-
open ocean? Only a Flat earth map made sense to decode the rest 
of Daniel’s mystery. The reason becomes obvious and to make it 
easy to identify prophecy just turn the Flat-earth disk to a position 
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aligning north to the missing “West” where no land is found on the 
ancient map. That way is counter to theologian, China is North, 
Europe (UN) and Islamic Africa is East with the USA positioned 
South. Thus, the Dan. 11:40 prophecy will make more sense to 
foretell the imminent future, dated this year, depending on divine 
grace. Please spent the time and read once more Daniel’s Mystery 
scroll not heard in the halls of higher education or any church. 

40 “At the time of the end, the king of the south shall attack him, 
but the king of the north shall rush upon him like a whirlwind, with 
chariots and horsemen, and with many ships. And he shall come 
into countries and shall overflow and pass through. 41 He shall 
come into the glorious land (Israel). And tens of thousands shall 
fall, but these shall be delivered out of his hand: Edom and Moab 
and the main part of the Ammonites. He shall stretch out his hand 
against the countries, and the land of Egypt shall not escape.      
43 He shall become ruler of the treasures of gold and of silver, and 
all the precious things of Egypt, and the Libyans and the Cushites 
shall follow in his train. 44 But news from the east and the north 
shall alarm him, and he shall go out with great fury to destroy and 
devote many to destruction. 45  And he shall pitch his palatial tents 
between the sea and the glorious holy mountain. Yet he shall 
come to his end, with none to help him. (Daniel 11:40-45 ESV) 

Worlds	Last	Chance	-	Flat	Earth:	Jesuits	&	the	Global	Conspiracy!		
	https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1WHIr-IFqAo	

At this time January 2017 the AntiChrist-morphed-Satan has not 
been identified, only his prophet, the present Jesuit-Pope trying to 
unite most religions controlled by Satan is known. In verse (40) the 
king of the south is the USA where Donald Trump perhaps is the 
last president educated by Jesuits too, like Stalin and many past 
world leaders. There is a conflict between the AntiChrist - either an 
American Citizen or European UN official, but the text reveals that 
the USA will instigate World War-III with China to start the 
Apocalypse with the first 100 million killed. Another sign will be 
the ancient prophet Elijah appearing, having come back from 
heaven to warn Israel. He will still be mortal, not to be an 
exception, as ELOHIM said, “All who have sinned will die.“ 
Reading the text, the last war will overflow toward the hot spot 
Islamic countries with Israel in the center of a biblical conflict 
explained in many pearls and YouTube videos. But the news from 
UN-NATO and China incursions creates an overreaction that 
accelerates into a global Apocalypse ending in Armageddon. Just 
read in a hurry a number of Babushka pearls. Surely you and I will 
not survive unless marked by ELOHIM destined for a purpose. 
(Dan. 12:1-12) Play it safe. Call on Yeshua-Jesus as a priority to 
make sure of Eternal Life freely given. Yeshua can change his 
schedule nonetheless. Only his decision is final. 


